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Center-like Elements in Prime Rings 
In this Paper we prove a theorem, which althongh rather spaciai, is of so-me 
interest since in describes tightly the global character of a prir I &“, ;i3g by t:7;F. ::q 
r. particular behavior of one or rts elements. En route to esXbiishin g this theorem 
we aiso -obtain a characterization of the cent pr of 2 prime +-g in terms :f tjple 
nilpotence of commutators. 
T’>e main theorem we shall prove is: 
IYe aiso show that if R is prime and a E R is such that (ax - xaj 1%: = 0 t.>r $1 
x E R then a E Z; in fact here w-e merely need that (ax - za)vL = 0 For 211 u 5 <’ 
xhere U is a nonzero idea! of R to obtain the same cnnciusisn that a E Z. 
In the course of the proof some questions about subrings of prime rings 1:: :ich 
are invariant c-i-i& respect to a suitable class of automorphisms of the ring arise, 
It is shewn that the answer to these ,questions boils down to the structure of ~7 LLIC 
subring of the ring generated by the niipotent eiements of the radicai. 
acteirze n. wr.;- ‘oc _ e-_I s o_d=r, :n :wBA-e 
Aside from the fact that the theorem stated abo;.e characterizes orders ir; 
4-dimensiona! simple algebras bp the very iocai beharior of just ore particuizr 
element of the ring, it may verv well be that the :heorem is a prototvx cf a 
eizss o- tl.-orems nhrch would cha f .h, .- . . . . . . AU r L ) : n biir i *- a1 t--m-, ./ _ .T. +Lar 
%ite-dimensiona! simple algebras. 
We shall use the f o rowing notation throughout: 1 
(1) Z for the center of R, Z(T) for the center of a subring % or I?. 
(2) J for the Jacobson radical of R. 
<3) Ideai will always mean Z-sided ideai. 
(4) If x is quasi-regular, its quasi-inverse iTuL u ;il Xe denote& bp 2;‘; of COTJ;S~. 
x + "X' + 3x' = Cl. 
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Even if R does not have a unit element we shall use the notation 
(1 f X) a(1 + x)-r to mean (1 L X) a(1 + x’) = a + XCI + ax’ + XUX’. This 
formal conjugation by (1 $ X) induces an automorphism of R. 
(5) A domain is a ring (not necessarily commutative) without zero- 
divisors. A nonzero-divisor will be called regular. 
We shall use the following facts without reference or proof. They are well 
known and easy to verify. 
(1) If R is a prime ring, and not a domain, and if C + 0 is an ideal of R 
then U is prime and not a domain. Moreov-er, G has nonzero nilpotent elements. 
(2) If x is quasi-regular and ux = 0 then ax’ = 0. 
(3) If a E J and x E R then (ax)’ = at at for some t E R. 
(4) IfRisprime, Lr+OanidealofR and ifu#OERisaleftzero- 
divisor (i.e., at = 0 for some t # 0 E R) then there is an x E U such that ax = 0 
but xu # 0. 
1. INVARIAK~ &BRINGS 
For the argument that follows later in this paper we need to know something 
about subrings of prime rings which are invariant with respect to a certain large 
set of automorphisms of the ring. One would expect that such subrings, at least 
when the ring is properly conditioned, are either very small-namely, he in the 
center-or are quite large-namely, contain nonzero ideals of the ring. 
The result we prove non- does not achieve this; however, it does show that if 
our given subring does not behave in the way outlined above, then a very natural, 
intrinsic subring of the ring also fails to behave properly. More general results 
of this nature can be proved; however, we content ourselves with the special 
version that we give here for it suffices for our puposes. 
We prove 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a prime ring in which J # 0 and let A be a subring of R 
such that (1 + x A(1 + x)-l C A for all x E J. Suppose that some nonzero element 
of A is a zero-divisor in R. If A contains no nonzero ideal of R then N, the subring 
of R generated by all the nilpotent elements of J, contains no nonzero ideal of R. 
Proof. We first note that A must have some noruero elements whose square 
is 0. For, suppose that a f 0 E A and ax # 0 for some x # 0 E R. As we 
remarked earlier, there is then a y E J such that uy = 0, ya # 0. sow, since 
ay’ = 0, ya = yu T uy’ + yuy’ = (1 + y) a(1 f y)-r - a E A. Because 
(yu)” = 0, we do know that A has elements of square 0. 
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Letn~O~Abesuchthatas=O.If~c~Jther.(!-~irzc)a(l~uax)-~~.~; 
since (1 + ax)-’ = 1 1 at for some t E R we see that (1 -- ax) a( 1 - UK)-: - 
(1 - ax)a = a I axa. Because this last element is in A, and a E A, we get that 
axa E A; in other words, a Ja C -4. 
IfbEA,thenforallxE J 
(b(m) - (m)b)( 1 + ax)-’ = b - (I + ax) b( 1 -i av)-1 E A; 
nmltinlving this from the left by a and using & = 0 we see rhat 
abax(i -+ ax)-1 E A for all -2: E J, b E A. However, ify E J then-y = x(1 - ax!--‘? 
x-here x = (1 - ya)-ly E J. Thus we get from the above that a6aJ C A, for ali 
b~-4. If f~ J then (1 + t)&J(l - t)-lC(l +t>A(: - t)-iCA gives ~5 
that tabaaJ C A and so Jaba J C A. Since Jabu J is an ideal of R and iies in 8, by 
our hypothesis on A we must have that Jaba J = 0. By the primeness of R we 
conclude that aba = 0, which is to say, if a E A and a2 = 0 then a& = 0. 
Let a, b E A be such that as = b2 = 0. We have seen that b JS C A then ho!ds, 
and since ab J6a C aAa = 0, we have that ab = 0 or ba = 0, since R is a prime 
ring. If x E J then b = (1 f x) a(1 f x)-l E A and b2 = 0, hence by the above 
aE = 0 or 6a = 0, that is, a(1 + x) a(1 + x)-l = 0 or (l - .Y) a( I - x)-la = 0. 
This gives us that uxa = 0 or ax’s = 0. 
If u E J satisfies up = 0 then IL’ = -u, hence we get GWZ = 0 or au’a = 
-am = 0; in short, aua = 0. We show by induction on the index of nilpotencc 
of E’ E J that ma = 0 if F E J is nilpotent. As we s2w, ma = 0 or u&a = l f;. 
Since i7’ = --e’ + ~9 - d + a** and v?, for i > 1) is of Iower index of nilpotence, 
we know that acia = 0 for i > 1. So ada = 0 yields that ova = 0. T”hus: 
indeed, aw = 0 for ail nilpotent F E J. Therefore (an:” = 0. 
Suppose that 23 = 0, u E J, and that r E R; then uru E J and (aruf’ = 0. 
hence, by the above, aurua = 0. Since R is prime we have that au = 0 or 110 = 0. 
If as = 0 it certainly is in A. On the other hand, if a~ + 0, then ua = 0; however. 
Q - (1 - u)a(l i u)-1 = (au - ua)(l - u)-i E -4, that is, aw(i - a) E 2, and 
so azi E 9. Therefore au E A for all u E J such that a2 = 9. Furthermore, we 
know thar (au)’ = 0, so if c E J is such that z2 = 0 then a%~ = (UU)C E A 
Continuing we obtain that if B is the subring of 3 generated bp all elements ix Gr 
of squzre 0 then al3 C 3. 
If B contains a nonzero ideal V of R then aF-C A. Conjugating by I - x, 
where s E J, we get, as we did similarly before, that JaYC A, contradicting that 
-li contains no nonzero ideal of R. Hence B contains no nonzero ideal cf R. 
Hex-ever, B is a subring of R which contains zero-divisors and is certainly 
invariant with respect to all automorphisms of R and contains no nonzero ideal 
of R. The ergument given for 3 then applies to B, so, if u E B and a? = fr and 
.Y E J is nilpotent then uxu = 0 and so ux E B. Xs above, if 3’ is the subring cf R 
generated by all the nilpotent elements of J, then u,\-C B. Since B contains no 
idea! of R the argument given above shows that S contains no nonzero 
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ideal of R. Since this is precisely the contention of the theorem, the theorem 
is proved. 
As we now indicate, Theorem 1 is a special case of a more general theorem 
which, in its turn, should be implied by an even more general result on invariant 
subrings in prime rings. Although all we need for our purposes here is the result 
of Theorem 1, this seems an appropriate place to state this more general theorem 
and some conjectures that come up rather naturally from it. We do so without 
proof for it would represent a rather wide digression, but we hope to return to 
these questions elsevvhere. 
The theorem which can be proved, which we mentioned is: 
Let R be a prime ring which is not a domain in which J f 0. Suppose that A is a 
subringofRsuchthat(1 T~)A(l +x)-lCAforaZZx~J.IfACZandAdoes 
not contain a nonzero ideal of R then N contains no nonzero ideal of R. ikloreocer, 
all right annihilators r(x), f OY x E J, are linearly ordered, as are the analogous left 
annihilators. 
What this theorem says basically is that if some invariant subring fails to behave 
well then the very intrinsic subring N of R also fails to behave well. 
This last theorem suggests two conjectures. 
Conjecture 1. Let R be a prime ring, which is not a domain in which J # 0. 
Suppose that A is a subring of R such that (1 -i- x) A( 1 + x)-l C A for all x E J. 
Then either A C Z or A contains a nonzero ideal of R. 
We should point out that Conjecture 1 is valid if R contains a nonzero nil right 
ideal. This we showed in [I]. 
Conjecture 2. There exists a domain R in which J # 0 and a subring A of R 
suchthat(1 +x)A(I -xx)-1CAf orallxE J,yetACZnordoesAcontsina 
nonzero ideal of R. 
2. THE CASE (au- ua)” = 0 
Since we are interested in characterizing a prime ring R in which (ax - xa)” E Z 
for some noncentral a E R it seems fairly clear that we will have to dispose of the 
possibility that (ax - xa)n is always 0. The hope would be that this forces a 
to be central. Actually we need a slight generalization of this, where we do not 
insist that (ax - xa)” = 0 for all x E R, but, rather, for all x in some nonzero 
ideal of R. Apart from its relevance to the problems at hand, this result has some 
independent interest in that it gives a characterization of the center of a prime 
ring. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime ring and G # 0 an ideal of R. If a E R is such 
that (au - ua)” = 0 for all u E Li then a E 2. 
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To prove the theorem we need several pre!iminzr)- iemmes. 
LEMMA I. If R is semi-simple, and the hypotheses of Theorem 2 prewii, thea 
a E Z. 
Proof. If R is a division ring the result is trivizlly true. Suppose thzt R is 
primirive and let M be a faithful, irreducible R-modu!e. Then M is a faithf-cl. 
irreducible U-module, hence by the Density Theorem c- acts densely cn X as 2 
vector space over a division ring D. 
Suppose that for some w E .M the elements e: and e’a are linear!y inde?erdent 
ever D. By the density of G on M there is a u E L’such thzt ru = G and (va)u = c. 
Thas c(au - ua) = v, whence o(au - ua)” = w. Since (au - zia)” = G we ge: 
the contradiction e’ = 0. Thus for every z’ E M, z-a = A(F)G, w-here A[Is) E D. Ir 
foliows easi!y from this that, in fact, h(z) does not depend on t, hence ca = k 
for all g - c 31. So, if .t’ E R then (m)a = Am and (ca)x = (A~),~ = h(m). Thus 
T(.ya - ax) = 0 for all v E M. Since R acts faithfully on M we have ax - xa = !: 
for al! x E R, and so a E Z follows. 
Suppose now that R is prime and semi-simple. Let & = (P P 3 Lr, F ;z 
primitive ideal of R} and W = {P 1 P r> c-, P a primitive ideal of R). Let 
1: = (-&I p and I, = nPEW P; since each P E FV contains i-, I? 3 L.-Y ker.cc 
I2 F 0. However, I1 n I2 = fiPeouR P = 0 since A is semi-simple. Thas 
1Ja C I1 r? lz = 0, and because I, # 0, we get that I1 = 0 since R is prime. So R 
is a subdirect product of the R/P’s where P E Q. In each such R/P the image of a 
is central by the argument for the primitive case, hence ux - xa E P for all s E R. 
Thus ax - xa E nPEQ P = II = 0. In this way a E Z resuits. 
In light of Lemma 1, to prove Theorem 2 we may aswme that J’ + 0. 
Ke assert alsc that we may assume that Z isfinite. This wiii be a consequence of 
LXAL~ 2. If Z is injnite then Theorem 2 is true. 
Proof. Let C be the extended centroid of R (for the notion of extended 
centroid and the result of Martindale which we quote beiow see [2; pp. 20-31, j. 
Then C r) Z and because Z is infinite the conditicn (au - aa)” = 0 carries ox-er 
tc the prime ring S = RC and its ideal F = 1%. If ci c Z then R satisses a 
nontrivizl generalized polynomial identity (aux - ~a)” = G !OY u E L; x E R. 
By a resuit of Martindale [2, Theorem 1.3, 2j S = RC is a primitive ring; since 
(ac - ya)n = 0 for all v E F = C’C, a nonzero ideal of S, by Lemma 1 a E Z(S). 
hence G E Z. 
If me consider the set of all elements a E R with the property that 
(au - ~a)” = 0 for u E LT, then this set is im-ariant ;vith respect to all auto- 
morphiims of R which take G into itself. In particuiar, this set is imariant X-it? 
respect to conjugation by the elements 1 - x v.-here x E 1. Thus one v;culd hoje 
to 3e able to bring Theorem 1 into play. cnfortunately, however, the se: 
described is merely a subset of R, not a subring or even an additive subgroup 
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So we need some property that such a’s might satisfy which will lead to a subring 
of R, and hopefully, a subring invariant with respect to many automorphisms. 
The key to such a subring is provided us by 
L~mrs 3. If R is as in Theorem 2 and if xy = 0, where x, y E i7, then xay = 0. 
Proof. Let u E C be such that uz = 0. From (ua - mc)” = 0 we have 
u(ua - au)% = 0; this gives us that (ua)+l = 0. 
Ifx,y~~andxy=Othen,forall~~R,u=yrx~~andu~=O.Thus 
(yrxa)“+l = 0, which gives us that (~xay)“:” = 0. Hence Rxay is a nil right 
ideal of R of bounded index of nilpotence. By a result of Levitzki [3, Lemma 1.11 
this is not possible in a prime ring unless Rxay = 0, in which case xay = 0. This 
proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let a E R be such that (au - ua)” = 0 for all u E G # 0, 
an ideal of R. Suppose that a I$ Z, then a cannot centralize a nonzero ideal of R. 
Since a $ Z, by Lemma 1 we know that J # 0, therefore V = U n J # 0 since 
R is prime. Therefore there is an element 6 E v such that ab + ba. Let T = 
{t E R 1 xy = 0, x, y E I/’ implies xty = 0); T is a subring of R such that 
(1 + x) T(l - x)-l C T for all Y E J. Moreover, by Lemma 3, a E T, hence 
c = a - (1 + b) a( 1 + b)-l = (ab - ~a)( 1 + b)-l # 0 is in T. Since b E V C l7, 
ab - ba is nilpotent therefore c is a zero-divisor in R. By Theorem 1, :V, the 
subring generated by all the nilpotent elements of J, contains no nonzero ideal 
of R. 
If~ET;thena~--a~FCJand,sinceu~--~~T/’CL:,(aer--~)~=O. 
Thus ao - e;a E A’ for all z E I’. If m E N n V and w E I7 then a(mv) - 
(mc)a E ..V, hence (am - ma)e: J- (m(m - ~a) E X. Because both m and ao - vu 
are in :V we get from this last relation that (am - ma)o E A’, that is, 
(am - ma)V C :A: for all m E N n vY. Conjugating by 1 L x, where x E J, leads 
us easily to J(am - ma)V C X. This forces the ideal J(am - ma)V of R to lie 
in N; but ;V contains no nonzero ideal of R. In consequence, J(am - ma)V = 0 
and so, by the primeness of R, am - ma = 0. In other words, a centralizes 
-Y n V. 
However, if t E v then at - ta E :V n V, therefore a(at - ta) = (at - ta)a. 
If char R f 2 this forces a E Z by [3, Sublemma, p. 51. If, on the other hand, 
char R = 2, then a? E Z, so h = p, where ~1 E Z. According to Lemma 2 we may 
suppose that Z = 0 or is a finite field of characteristic 2. In either case p = As for 
some X E Z, thus as = A2 whence (a - h)s = 0. If b = a - h then b E R, b’ = 0, 
and (bu - ub)” = (au - ua)n = 0. Thus b(bu - ub)% = 0 for all u E v, this 
gives us that (bu)n-1 = 0 for all u E i7. In other words, bL’ is a nil right ideal of 
bounded index of nilpotence. By the previously cited result of Levitzki we are 
forced to bl= = 0 and hence to b = 0. Thus a = h E Z. With this the proof of 
Theorem 2 is complete. 
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3. TEE PRIKCIPAL THECWX 
We are now in a position to begin the final steps of the proof of the theo:em 
stated in the Introduction. But first we must settle a special case of this theorem, 
namely, when R is a simple ring. This is 
TIHEOR~Y 3. Let R be a simple ring, a E RI a $ Z such that (ax - xa)” G Z 
jar all x E R. Then R is Cdimensional vver Z. 
Proof. If Z = 0 then (ax - ~a>” = 0 for all x E R; but then Theorem 2 
would tell us that a E Z, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus Z ;f 0; since R k 
simple, Z is a field and R has a unit element. AIoreo\-er, in this case, the extended 
centroid of R is merely Z itself. Since a e Z, R satisfies the nonttivial generalized 
polynomial identity (a~ - xa)“y - y(ax - xa)” = 0. By a theorem of Martindale 
(2, Theorem 1.3.21 R must be a primitive ring with minimal right ideal and 0. its 
commuting ring, is a dh-ision algebra, finite dimensional over Z. Since 1 E R and 
R is sim_ole with minimal right ideal, R is a simple Artinian ring and R = D,. , tie 
ring of a!1 K x K matrices over D, for some K. 
If Z is finite then D, being finite dimensional o\-er Z, is a fLnite division ring 
and so is a field by Wedderbum’s theorem. In this case, R = Z, . Or, tile other 
hand, if Z is ifinite and F is a maximal subfield of D then the condition 
(ax - za)” E Z for all x E R carries o\-er to (ax - sa)” E F = Z(R I$& F) for ali 
NER@z?. 
But R @zF = D, $&F = (D a&. F)$: = Ft for some t. In either case 
we see that we may suppose that R = Ft for some t > 1 (for dimz R = din, 
R &F). Our objective is to show that i = 2. This would Ino\-e t&t 
dim, R = 4. 
Suppose then that t > 2. If Y EF~ is of rank i then a.~ and xa are of rank zt 
most 1, hence a~ - xa and (ax - ~a)~ are of rank at most 2. Being in F. v-e get 
that(ax--a)” =Oforallx~F,ofrankl. 
However, it is easy to see that if a EI?,,, is such that (a~ - .~a)” = 0 isr ali 
x E F, of rank 1 then a is a scalar. To see this, let FK, act on the vector space 7 of 
dimension m on F. If a c F there is a v E V such that o, va are linearly inde- 
pendent, hence there is an x EF,,, of rank i such that E-X = 0, rax = c, fI;us 
v(ax - x3) = c, whence 0 = v(ax - .~a)” = v, 2 contradiction. 
With this we see that t = 2 and so dim, R = 4 as claimed in the theorem. 
We now ?rove the main theorem of this paper. 
%IEOREM 4. Let R be a prime ring with center Z and suppose that a~ R, 
a @ Z iz such that (ax - xa)” E Z for all x E R. Then R is a~ order a’r a c9~9npb 
algebra S which is 4-dimensional over its center (thtls, (xy - I;.~)~ E Z for an 
xr y E R). 
Pi~OO~f. Since a $ Z and (ax - xa)n E Z for 2li x E R, we have 5y Theorem 2 
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that Z f 0. Since Z consists of elements regular in R we can localize R at Z to 
obtain a ring 5’ r) R whose center is the field of quotients of Z. Every elements E S 
is of the form r/ru where r E R, (Y # 0 E Z, thus the condition (ax - xay E Z 
which holds in R goes over to S. S itself is a prime ring. We claim that S is a 
simple ring. 
Let I’ f 0 be an ideal of S. By Theorem 2, (m - w)” = 0 is impossible for 
all 4: E v. Therefore (at - tap + 0 for some t E T’; since (at - tu)” E Z(S) and 
Z(S) is a field we get that IT = S. Consequently S is, indeed, a simple ring. By 
Theorem 3, S is 4dimensional over its center. The very construction of S from 
R via a central localization of R shows that R is an order in S. Our main theorem 
is thereby pro\-ed. 
We generalize slightly the result of Theorem 4 to obtain a parallel situation to 
that the Theorem 2. This is 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a prime ring with center Z and let a E R, a 6 Z be such 
that (au - ua)” E Zfor all u E U, where U # 0 is an i&al of R. Then R is wz order 
in a 4-dimensional simple algebra. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, since a 4 Z, there exists a t E U such that (at - ta)” = 
h # 0 is in Z. Therefore b = Xa $ Z is in U. Moreover, for all u E U, bu - ub = 
(Aa)u - u(ha) = A(m - au), thus (6~ - ub)” = X”(au - ~a)% E Z. Because U 
itself is a prime ring, by Theorem 4, L’ is an order in a 4dimensional simple 
algebra. Since R is prime and L; # 0 is an ideal of R we have that R is an order in 
the same 4-dimensional simple algebra. 
Kate that we cannot weaken the condition “C # 0 an ideal of R” to “C # 0 
merely a right ideal of R.” For let R be any prime ring having an idempotent 
e # 0, 1 and let U = eR. Then li is a right ideal of R, and (Ed - ue)a = 0 for 
all u E r/, yet e 6 Z. 
One might ask some questions related to Theorems 2 and 4. The mapping 
x + ax - xa of R is a derivation of R; the statement a $ Z merely asserts that 
this derivation is not 0. Two reasonable questions might be: 
(I) If R is a prime ring and d a derivation of R such that d(x)m = 0 for all 
xER(orforallxEU#O, UanidealofR)isd=O? 
(2) If R is a prime ring, d # 0 a derivation of R such that d(x)n E Z for all 
x E R (or for all x E U # 0, U an ideal of R) is R either commutative or an 
order in a 4-dimensional simple algebra ? 
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